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AN EXTENDED WARREN ABSTRACT MACHINE 
FOR THE EXECUTION OF STRUCTURED 
LOGIC PROGRAMS 
. . 
EVELINA LAMMA, PAOLA MELLO, AND ANTONIO NATAL1 
.” 
D Extending logic programming towards structuring concepts such as mod- 
ules, blocks, taxonomy of logic theories and viewpoints leads, from the 
implementation point of view, to the development of more complex, 
specialized execution models to achieve acceptable efficiency. 
In this work we address the effective implementation of a general 
framework, subsuming standard Prolog, where different languages for 
structuring logic programs can be efficiently supported and integrated and 
thus become useful constructs to build real applications. 
The implementation is based on an extension of the abstract machine 
(WAM) developed by D. H. D. Warren, obtained by adding a new stack, 
new registers, and some new instructions to the WAM. 
In the paper we focus on the design of the extended WAM. Moreover, 
some performance results are discussed. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A crucial research topic of logic programming is how to introduce structuring 
concepts. Some proposals extend logic programming with concepts very similar to 
those of procedural languages such as modules and blocks [14,15,27]. Other 
proposals, integrating logic and object-oriented programming, introduce inheri- 
tance between separate logic theories [4,11,13,16,22,36]. The dynamic composi- 
tion of logic theories, instead, has been proposed to build viewpoints and perform 
hypothetical reasoning [4,12,21]. 
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It should therefore be of great interest in defining a general framework on the 
basis of which various proposals for structuring logic programs can be well 
described, integrated and efficiently implemented. 
In more detail, by “general framework” we mean a set of simple concepts added 
to logic programs and mapped in a few operational mechanisms that, suitably 
combined, can be used to build different structuring constructs at language level. 
A first step in this direction can be found in [3] and [24], where a general 
framework that subsumes and integrates some of the best-known proposals for 
structuring logic programs is designed and its declarative and operational seman- 
tics is formalized. 
In this paper we focus more deeply on implementation issues. We show that this 
general framework can be efficiently implemented by easily extending well-known 
techniques used for standard logic programming. 
The general framework, in fact, is implemented on the basis of an extended, or 
strucfured, Warren Abstract Machine [33] (hereinafter called SWAM) supporting 
different structured logic programming languages. The S-WAM maintains full 
compatibility with Prolog. In the S-WAM the memory organization has been 
extended with respect to the standard WAM in order to support separate data 
bases and their static or dynamic combination. A new stack has been added along 
with two new instructions to expand or contract it. Moreover, the structure of both 
the choice point and the environment of the WAM have been expanded to 
consistently handle new registers. The real, efficient implementation of the S-WAM 
has been done in a compilation-based environment, based on a special-purpose 
VLSI microcoded architecture, [8,9] in the style of [28]. Block-, module-, inheri- 
tance-based logic programs, together with systems for hypothetical reasoning, can 
be implemented and integrated on this efficient architecture. 
The paper mainly focuses on the S-WAM design and is organized as follows. In 
Section 2, the general framework supporting blocks, modules, object-oriented 
concepts and hypothetical reasoning is briefly introduced. In Section 3 some 
examples of structured logic programs are discussed. In Section 4, the operational 
semantics is given. In Section 5, the S-WAM design is discussed in depth and some 
optimizations and extensions introduced. In Section 6, the compilation-based 
environment is described and some performance results given. In Section 7 related 
works are discussed. 
2. A GENERAL FRAMEWORK FOR STRUCTURING LOGIC PROGRAMS 
In this section, we briefly present a general framework for structuring logic pro- 
grams, suitable for implementing block-, module-, inheritance-based systems and 
hypothetical reasoning representation. A deeper discussion, together with a declar- 
ative characterization can be found in [24] and [3]. Here only a sketch is given in 
order to clearly understand the S-WAM design and the real implementation. 
The basic idea originates from Contextual Logic Programming [26]. A structured 
logic program can be conceived as a collection of independent modules, called 
units. A unit consists of a set of clauses and is denoted by a unique atomic name. 
Units can be (possibly dynamically) connected into hierarchies (called contexts) 
which, in turn, provide the set of definitions for query evaluations. In this way, 
rather than evaluate a goal g by simply using a fixed and statically determined set 
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of clauses, as happens in pure Prolog, g is evaluated by using a variable set of 
clauses determined by the current context of proof. 
As a matter of fact, contexts are represented as ordered lists of unit names and 
denote the union of the sets of clauses of the composing units. In particular, if the 
current context is [V,, UN_ ,, . . . , V, J the ordered set of clauses considered is: 
(V, clauses) 
(UN: I clauses) 
. . . 
( V, clauses > 
The built-in predicate (context-extension operator) V, B G, where V, is the name 
of a unit and G a goal, forces the proof of G in a new context Cl obtained by 
conceptually “stacking” the V, clauses on top of the previous context C. The 
underlying system guarantees automatic discarding of the V,,, clauses at the end of 
the demonstration of G, both in the case of success and failure. 
Example 2.1. Let us consider the following program: 
unit( listl) : 
member(X, [Yl-1) :- eql B equal(X,Y). 
member( X, [_lZ]) :- member( X, Z) . 
unit(eq1) : 
equal( X, X) . 
The top goal: list1 z+ membeda, [a, b, cl) has the following top-down derivation [26]: 
[ / F list1 >> member(a, [a, b, c]) 
(listl] t- member(a, [a, 6, c]) 
[listl] t- eql Z+ equal(a, a) 
[eql, list11 t- equal(a, a) 
success 
A more generic definition of member/2 can be obtained by omitting the context 
extension operator in its body: 
unit (list2) : 
member(X, [Yl-1) :- equal(X, Y). 
member( X, [__lZ]) :- member( X, Z) . 
permutation( [ 1, [ I). 
permutation( L, [XIP]) :- del( X, L, Ll) ,permutation( Ll, P) . 
The top goal: eql z+ list2 SD membeda, (a, b, c/I has the following top-down deriva- 
tion: 
( ] F- eql >> list2 S+ member(a, [a, 6, c]) 
[eql] t list2 B member(a, [a, b, c]) 
(list2, eql] I- member(a, [a, b, c]) 
(list2, eql] t- equal(a, a) 
success 
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If one desires to use member/2 with a different definition for equal/2, it is 
sufficient to call member/2 with a different context, e.g., by using the top goal: 
eq2 >> list2 >> member(a, [a, 6, cl), 
where 
unit( eq2) : 
equal( *, _ ) . 
equal( ?,-). 
equal( X, X) . 
Different policies for composing units into contexts can be adopted and, accord- 
ingly, different classes of structuring mechanisms can be identified, as discussed in 
[24] and [3]. In Figure 1, some proposals for structuring logic programs are 
classified in terms of the policies of unit compositions introduced in the following. 
2.1. Extension and Ouem’ding for Predicate Definitions 
In logic programming nondeterminism is present since each p/n procedure may 
correspond to different clauses. In this setting two forms of nondeterminism are 
provided. A procedure, in fact, may have multiple definitions not only in the same 
unit (intraunit nondeterminism), but also in different units of t-he same context 
(interunit nondeterminism). 
Two different policies can be adopted with reference to predicate definitions in 
the context: 
(1) 
(2) 
The most recent predicate definition overrides the previous ones for the 
same predicate. Only intraunit nondeterminism may be present. 
The most recent predicate definition extends the previous ones for the same 
predicate. Both intra- and interunit nondeterminism may be present. In the 
general framework, the default policy is predicate overriding. To obtain the 
predicate extension policy for predicate p/n, the following declaration must 
be inserted: $extends(p/n). If this declaration is present in a unit U, not 
only the definition of p/n in U, but also those in units before U in the 
current context will be taken into account. 
Dynamically Configured Statically Configured 
Evolving 
Binding 
Conservative 
Binding 
! 
Contexts [26] 0 
Prolog/KR [29] 0 
-. T . . . .* 
*wnen usmg tne laDeI selt 
Meta-Prolog [2] E 
SPOOL [Ill E/O 
Class Templ. [22]* E/O 
Blocks and Modules [15] E 
Prolog/KR [2Y] 0 
Multi-Prolog [7] E 
N-Prolog [12] E 
Clausal ht. Logic [21] E 
Modules [25] E 
131 E/O 
SPOOL Ill]* E/O 
Class Temp. [22]* E/O 
[31 E/O 
FIGURE 1. Classifying different proposals in the general framework (E stands for predicate 
extension, while 0 for predicate overriding). 
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Moreover, to support information hiding, a predicate definition p/n is exported 
from a unit U (i.e., visible outside it) only if the declaration, $visible(p/n), is 
present in U. In the following, for the sake of simplicity, all predicates are assumed 
to be uisible. 
The use of the $extends declaration avoids replication of the code in some cases. 
Example 2.2. All the occurrences of unit eq2 in Example 2.1 could be replaced by 
the context extension eql z+ eq2_II, where eq2_II is: 
unit(eq2_II) : 
$extends(equal/2). 
equal(*,_). 
equal(?,_). 
2.2. Consematiue and Euolcing Policies for Binding Predicate Calls 
The concept of context can be mapped in the concept of binding encironment, a
common notion in traditional programming languages to bind a name to a value 
for some period during execution of a program. 
In order to evaluate a predicate call in a context we have to find, in that context, 
the appropriate set of definitions, i.e., the binding for predicate calls. 
Two different policies of binding-referred to as comernative and erlolzing [3] 
can be adopted. 
Let us suppose that C = (u,,,, . . . , u!, . . . ul/ is the current context. If an euolcing 
policy is adopted, the predicate definition for a call p occurring in unit ui is given 
by the clauses of the whole context C. We will refer to C as the global context 
(CC). If a consercatirre policy is adopted, the predicate definition for a call p 
occurring in unit ui is given by the clauses of the subcontext (u,, . . . u,]. We will 
refer to this subcontext as the partial context (PC). Structured logic programming 
systems adopting a conservative policy are more static, efficient (see Section 5) and 
safe. 
The general framework considered here supports both policies and adopts the 
conservative one as default. Predicate calls following the evolving policy are 
prefixed by the symbol #. In order to support both policies, two different contexts 
(i.e., the global and the partial) have to be maintained by the run-time support of 
the language (see Section 5.1). In this setting a top-down derivation (see the 
operational semantics, Section 4) is given in terms of sequences of formulae of the 
kind, GCPC k F, where GC is the current global context, PC the current partial 
one and F a goal formula. In unit fist2 of Example 2.1, the predicate call for 
equal/2 follows a conservative policy. 
Example 2.3. To better understand the difference between conservative and evolv- 
ing policies let us consider the following unit: 
unit (eq3) : 
equal( X, X) . 
equal( [XIA], [YIB]) :- permutation( [XIA], [YIB]). 
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The top goal: eq3 * list2 z=. member([a, b], [[b, a], cl) has the following derivation 
where the first list represents the global context GC, and the second represents the 
partial context PC: 
[ /( / t- eq3 x=- list2 >S member([a, b], [[b, a], c]) 
/eq3][eq3] I- list2 ZZ- member([a, b], ([b, a], c]) 
(list2, eq3][list2,eq3] I- member([a, b], [[b, a], c]) 
(list2, eq3](list2,eq3] I- equal([a, b], [b, a]) 
(list2, eq3][eq3] t equal([a, b], [b, a]) 
(list2, eq3][eq3] /-permutation([a, b], [b, a]) 
failure 
The goal permutation/2 in eq3 is bound with respect to the partial context 
and then fails. Changing the order of eq3 and list2 in the context does not 
[@I 
solve 
the problem (equal/2 will fail). The best solution, to avoid the explicit naming of 
the unit list2 inside eq3, is to consider an evolving policy for permutation/2 
subgoal, i.e., considering the new code: 
unit( eq4) : 
equal( X, X) . 
equal( [XJA], [YIB]) :- #permutation( [XIA], [YIB]). 
The top goal: eq4 % list2 z=. member([a, bl, [[b, al, cl) has the following top-down 
derivation: 
( ][ ] F eq4 >+ list2 ZS- member((a, b], [[b, a], cl) 
[eq4][eq4] t list2 >> member([a, b], [[b, a], c]) 
[list2, eq4][list2,eq4] t member([a, b], [[b, a], c]) 
(list2, eq4] (list2, eq4] I-- equal ([a, b], [b, a]) 
(list2, eq4][eq4] k equal([a, b], [b, a]) 
(list2, eq4][eq4] t- #permutation ([a, b], [b, a]) 
(list2, eq4]]list2, eq4] k del(b, [a, b], Ll),perntutation(LI, [a]) 
. . . success 
In this case, the goal permutation2 is solved with reference to the global context 
[list2, eq4] and the right definition is found in list2. 
2.3. Building the Context 
A context can be built by using the context extension operator (firstly introduced in 
[26]). If C = [u,, . . . , u,/ is the current context, evaluation of the extension formula 
u z+ G causes the proof of G to be performed in the new context [u, uN, . . . u,] 
obtained by adding unit u on top of the previous context C. 
Since two contexts are taken into account in our framework, two different 
extension operators ( z+ / z+ , hereinafter referred to as cactus/linear) are pro- 
vided. The goal u z+=- G extends the current partial context with unit u and then 
makes GC equal to PC. Conversely, goal u z+-g extends the current global context 
with unit u and then makes PC equal to GC (see the operational semantics in 
Section 4). 
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2.4, Statically and Dynamically Configured Units 
In order to support a more static, efficient and safe view of structured logic 
programs, we now introduce two kinds of units, dynamically and statically config- 
ured, that produce different behaviours when extending the context. 
When a statically configured (static for shortcut) unit is defined, a Jixed context 
(hereinafter called closure) is statically associated with it. Whenever a statically 
configured unit u is asked for the proof of a goal, g, (e.g., by invoking goal u Z+ g or 
u z+g>, the proof of g takes place in the closure of U, whatever the current 
context. A dynamic configuration on the other hand, provides a more flexible 
framework. In this case, no context is statically associated with the unit. Whenever 
a dynamically configured (dynamic for shortcut) unit u is asked for the proof of a 
goal g, the proof of g takes place in the current, dynamic context of the 
computation. Of course, static units are more efficient than dynamic ones, since a 
greater number of predicate calls can be completely solved in them at compile-time 
(see Section 5.3). 
Example 2.4. Let us consider the top goal: eq2 z=- list2 z+ memberC*, [a, b, cl>, where 
eq2 and list2 of Example 2.1 are assumed to be dynamic. The following derivation 
will take place: 
( /[ / E eq2 x=- list2 >> member(“, [a, b, c]) 
[eq2][eq2] t list2 >> member(*, [a, b, c]) 
(list2, eq2] (list2, eq2] + member(*, [a, b, c]) 
(list2, eq2] (list2, eq2] t- equal (*, a) 
(list2, eq2] F equal (*, a) 
success 
Let us now suppose that unit list2 must always use the definition of equal/2 
present in the unit eql of Example 2.1. Then unit listd_IZ can be defined as a 
statically configured unit having the same source code as list2, and also as a “fixed” 
context [eql]. For the top goal: eq2 B l&2_II B member(*, [a, b, cl) the following 
derivation will take place: 
[ ][ ] + eq2 B 1istlII B member(*, [a, b, c]) 
[eq2][eq2] F list2_II >> member(*, [a, b, c]) 
[listZ_II, eql][list2_11, eql] t- member(*, [a, b, c]) 
[list2_II, eql] [list2_ II, eql] t- equal (*, a) 
[list2_11, eql][eql] t- equal(*, a) 
failure (backtracking) 
The same effect is obtained by directly calling eql z+ equal(X, Y) in list], but the 
solution with the static unit list2JZ is more efficient, as will be clear in Section 5.3. 
In some cases it may be useful not only to extend the current context but also to 
switch to a new, different context. This effect can be directly obtained, without the 
introduction of a new operator, by using context extension and statically configured 
units. 
It is sufficient to assume the existence of a primitive, statically configured unit, 
called top, with no predicate definition and having the empty context as closure. 
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3. EXAMPLES OF STRUCTURING POLICIES 
Most of the proposals for structuring logic programs found in the literature can be 
included in the classification above. A detailed discussion about this topic is out of 
the scope of this paper and can be found in [3]. In the sequel, we briefly classify 
some systems with respect to the different kind of relationship among units (i.e., 
static/dynamic) and the different binding policies (i.e., conserr:atil!e/ecolL1ing) and 
present some examples (see Figure 1). In particular, we discuss more deeply the 
case of inheritance-based systems and the handling of viewpoints when hypotheti- 
cal reasoning is concerned. 
3.1. Blocks and Modules 
In block-based systems (see for example [15]), static scope rules determine predi- 
cate visibility on the basis of the nesting of blocks in the program. To prove an 
atomic goal occurring in a clause of a given block, only those clauses defined in 
that block or in enclosing blocks can be used. Such a behavior corresponds to a 
statically configured system with a conservative policy, where each block is encap- 
sulated into a separate unit having the enclosing block as its closure. 
In the case of closed modules (see [14]), proving a goal in a module M, means 
taking into account only those predicate definitions which are local to M. Closed 
modules can be still be classified as static conservative systems, where each unit 
always has an empty associated context and therefore uses only its local definitions. 
Examples of embedding blocks and modules in our language can be found in [3]. 
3.2. Inheritance and Object-Based Systems 
Inheritance- and object-based systems (see for example [13,221) can be classified as 
statically configured evolving systems. We can interpret contexts as the explicit 
representation of a branch in an inheritance tree (for the sake of simplicity we will 
not consider multiple inheritance). The first unit in the context is the tip node, 
while the last one is the top of the hierarchy. 
Inheritance-based systems are intrinsically evolving since, as stated in [351, “a 
self-reference in a type or class is bound to the object on whose behalf an 
operation (demonstration) is being executed, rather than on the textual module 
(unit) in which the self-reference occurs.” 
Example 3.1. Let us consider the Class Template Language described in [22]. When 
we say that a bird is a special case of animal we are stating that whatever holds for 
animals also holds for birds: the theory bird inherits from the theory animal. 
In the Class Template Language we express this kind of relationship between 
classes by means of class rules: 
bird = animal; tweety e bird 
horse e animal; person e animal 
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where: 
animal : mode( walk). 
mode( run) :- self:no_of_legs( 2). 
mode( gallop) :- self :no_of_legs( 4). 
bird : mode( fly). 
no-of-legs(2). 
covering( feather). 
horse : no_of_legs( 4). 
human : no-of-legs(2). 
tweety: no_of_wings( 2). 
The call seij$ causes the proof of g to be performed in the tip class of the current 
hierarchy, no matter what the current class is. The use of self allows therefore to 
model the expected behaviour of inheritance. This behaviour is intrinsically evolv- 
ing; in our framework this program can be translated into the following (static) 
evolving one, where unit(u, static&t)) means that the unit u is associated with the 
transitive closure of the context specified by list. 
unit( animal,static [ top] ) : 
mode(walk) . 
mode( run) :- #no_of_legs( 2). 
mode( gallop) :- #no-of-legs( 4). 
unit( bird,static( [animal] ) ) : 
mode( fly). 
no_ of- legs( 2). 
covering( feather). 
unit ( horse,static( [animal] ) ) : 
no_of_legs(4). 
unit ( human,static( [ animal] ) ) : 
no_of_legs( 2). 
unit ( tweety,static( [bird] ) ) : 
no_ of-wings( 2) . 
Now the taxonomy is embedded in the static declaration, e.g., the context associ- 
ated with tweety will be [tweety, bird, animal, top] and the self behaviour is automat- 
ically expressed by the evolving policy (i.e., by the ‘#’ operator). 
Other examples, together with a discussion on how implementing multiple 
inheritance in this setting can be found in [23]. 
3.3. Viewpoints 
Dynamic configurations, together with the linear extension operator and the 
el:olring binding policy, provide a natural support for viewpoints as a simple form 
of hypothetical reasoning. In fact, extending the current context with a new unit 
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can be understood as adding a new hypothesis to the current line of reasoning. 
Then if a unit u embodies some hypotheses, evaluating the goal u z+ G means 
evaluating G after assuming the hypotheses in ~1. From this point of view, the 
linear extension operator is very similar to the assume predicate introduced in [34] 
and to the hypothetical implication introduced in [121, 1211 and [251. Systems 
handling viewpoints can be classified as dynamically configured evolving systems, 
where hypotheses or viewpoints are collected in units. 
These systems are intrinsically evolving since the newly added knowledge always 
updates the old knowledge. Similarly, they have to be dynamically configured, in 
order for the new hypotheses or viewpoints to be added to the dynamic state of the 
computation. 
Example 3.2. The following dynamically configured evolving program provides a 
structured representation of the well-known example of the block world. 
unit( uQ) : 
on(a,b). 
on(b,c). 
on( c, table). 
next(X, Y) :- on(X, Y) . 
next(X,Y) :- on(Y,X). 
colour( b, black). 
next_w( B) :- next( B, X), colour(X, white). 
unit( vl) : 
colour( a, white). 
unit(v2) : 
colour( c, white). 
unit (main) : 
next_white( B) :- u0 z+ vl z+- next_w( B) , 
u0 z+ v2 z+ next_w( B) . 
The unit ~0 represents a given state of the world; units ul and 7.~2, in turn, 
represent two possible viewpoints expressing the additional knowledge: 
color( a, white) V color( c, white). 
In order to prove that there exists a block next to a white block, we use the 
definition for next-w in unit main which takes into account both the viewpoints VI 
and ~2. Accordingly, the goal ~0 >>> next-w(B) succeeds with substitution {B/b}. 
Some examples combining viewpoints and inheritance are also discussed in [4]. 
4. OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS 
In this section we sketch the inference rules used by the extended Prolog machine 
supporting structured logic programs. The design of the S-WAM described in 
Section 5, is heavily inspired by these rules. For the sake of simplicity, 
$extends/$visible declarations are not taken into account. The Prolog-like syntax 
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of the overall general framework, given in the BNF notation, is the following, 
where terminal symbols are in bold, and A and Constant represent, respectively, 
atomic formulae and constants: 
( program) ::= program[ (unit-sequence )] 
(unit) ::= unit( (unit-name) [ ,( unit-type]) :(unit-code) 
(unit-name) ::= Constant 
(unit-type) ::= static( [(unit-sequence)]) Istatic( [ 1) ldynamic 
(unit-sequence) ::= (unit-nume)l( unit-nume),(unit-sequence) 
(unit-code) ::= (s-clause) .I(s-clause).(unit-code) 
(s-clause) ::= A :- (goal-formula) 
(goal-formulu) ::= (single-goal-formula)I(single-goal-formula),(goal-formula) 
(single-goal-formula) ::= (atomic-goul-formulu) I( extension-formula) 
(atomic-goal-formulu) ::= trueIAl#A 
(extension-formula) ::= (unit-name) >>> (single - goal - formula)1 
(unit-name) * (single-goal-formula) 
Let us now introduce the operational semantics of the overall general framework. 
In the sequel, we denote: 
A,A’, atomic goal formulae; 
g, a single-goal formula, i.e., an atomic or extension goal; 
G, a conjunction of single-goal formulae; 
E, k, 1, substitutions (E is the empty substitution); 
moreover, the composition of substitutions is denoted by juxtaposition; 
(G}k is the application of the substitution k to the formula G; 
mgu(A,A’) is the most general unifier of the atomic formulae A and A’; 
unit clauses have the conventional body “true,” which always holds. 
Given a program P (viz. a set of units), we denote: 
Units(P) = {ulu is a unit name of P); 
IuI = (clc is a clause in u); 
C(P) = {ctxlctx is a list of unit names in Units(P)}. 
Given a program P, we denote by: 
closure: Units(P) -+ C(P) a function that, given a unit U, returns the correspond- 
ing context associated with U (if U is static). In detail, closure can be defined in 
terms of an auxiliary function called seq-closure as follows: 
closure (U) = [U lseq-closure( C)] 
if U is static and C is the context associated with U. 
i 
[ ] if C is empty. 
seq-closure(C) = [head( se q- 1 c osure( tail( C))] , if head(C) is dynamic. 
closure( head( C)) , if head(C) is static. 
Dejinition 4.1. (Top-down derivation). Let P be a program and G a goal formula. A 
top-down derivation of G in P can be traced in terms of (possibly infinite) 
sequences of steps of the kind GC,PC, Ed, Gi, where GC, is the global context 
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and PC, the partial one, ki a substitution and G, a goal formula, starting from 
both empty global and partial context. Each step is obtained by applying suitable 
inference rules. A top-down derivation is successful if, at some step n, the null 
formula is derived. q 
We now give the set of inference rules describing the operational behavior of 
the general framework. 
Definition 4.2 (Inference 
TRUE: 
(I) GC PC kE true 
CONJUNCTION: 
rules for the general framework). 
(2) 
GCPCF, g; GCPCt,{G}k 
GCPC+,,(g,G) 
ATOMIC GOAL I: 
(3) 
A’ :- G is a definition for A in lu I; k = rngu( A, A’) ; GC [u IPT] F, { G} k 
GC[ulPT] F-k, A 
ATOMIC GOAL II: 
(4) 
no definition exists for A in lu I; GC PT kk A 
GC[ulPT] kk A 
ATOMIC GOAL (EVOLVING): 
(5) 
GCGC F~, A 
GCPC kk, #A 
CACTUS EXTENSION WITH DYNAMIC UNITS: 
(6) 
u E Units(P) and is dynamic; [uIPC][ulPC]I --kg 
GCPC t--k u > g 
LINEAR EXTENSION WITH DYNAMIC UNITS: 
(7) 
u E Units(P) and is dynamic; [uIGc][uIGC] t--k g 
GCPCF-,UZ+~ 
CACTUS/LINEAR EXTENSION WITH STATIC UNITS: 
(8) 
u E Units(P) ; u is static and elosure (u) = C; CC kk g 
GCPC~,u~g(oruz+g) 
5. THE SWAM 
In this section, we present the abstract machine (designed as an extension to the 
Warren Abstract Machine [33] and referred to as Structured Warren Abstract 
Machine or S-WAM in the following) supporting units and their static or dynamic 
combination into contexts. In particular, the S-WAM supports and integrates static 
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and dynamic units, evolving and conservative predicate binding policies, and 
predicate extension or overriding. 
A new dynamic data area (called instance encironment stack) has been added to 
WAM, to represent the binding environment for eager and lazy predicate calls. 
New registers refer to the instance environment stack, and new instructions are 
also added to the WAM instruction set in order to expand and diminish this data 
area. Moreover, the structure of both the choice point and the environment of the 
WAM have been expanded to consistently handle new registers and some opti- 
mizations have also been considered to limit the overhead in the case of execution 
of standard Prolog programs. 
The current WAM techniques used to generate the intermediate code have 
been straightforwardly extended in order to cope with units and contexts. The 
compiler classifies each predicate call occurring in a unit U as: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
local, if a local predicate definition for it exists in U; 
eager, if no local predicate definition for it exists in U and a conservative 
policy is adopted to search for its definition in the current (partial) context. 
lazy, if it is prefixed by the # operator. In this case an evolving policy is 
adopted to search for its definition in the current (global) context (see 
Section 2.2). 
The difference between these goals and, therefore, their names can be interpreted 
in terms of binding time. Bindings for local goals can be solved at compile-time. 
Bindings for eager goals of a unit U can be solved: 
l when the current context is extended with unit U (i.e., at unit extension-time) 
if U is dynamic; 
l when unit U is defined (i.e., at unit compile-time) if U is static (see Section 
2.4). 
Bindings for lazy goals, instead, can be solved only later, when they are called. 
5.1. Memory Management in S- WAM 
The four dynamic areas of WAM [33] maintain their original meaning in S-WAM: 
(1) the local stack stores backtracking information and the procedure environ- 
ments; 
(2) the global stack stores data structures created during the unification process; 
(3) the trail stack stores the address of variables which have to be unbound 
during backtracking; 
(4) the code area stores the code of the program being executed. 
Local, global and trail stacks grow during the computation and may shrink when 
backtracking occurs. Local stack may also diminish when Tail Recursion Optimiza- 
tion [5] or trimming [33] is performed. 
The first issue to face in designing S-WAM is how to represent partial and 
global contexts and units belonging to them. From the operational semantics (see 
Section 4) it immediately follows that the partial context can always be obtained by 
popping some units from the global one. This property guarantees that an efficient 
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implementation can be obtained by using only one stack (called the context stack) 
and two different registers. The first (GC, global context register) represents the 
global context. The second (PC, partial context register) the partial context. 
To consistently handle backtracking, a register pointing to the top of the stack 
(IE_top) is also added to the register set. 
The context stack grows whenever an extension U B G (or U B G) occurs and 
shrinks when G is deterministically solved or definitely fails. 
The structure of both choice-points and environments of the WAM have been 
expanded to take the new S-WAM registers into account. In particular, PC, GC 
and IE_top are saved in choice-points and restored during backtracking. 
The problem is now the representation of the units belonging to the context. Let 
us, from now on, consider only dynamic units. (For static units see Section 5.3.) 
Notice that you can have multiple occurrences of each unit in the context, i.e., 
multiple instances of the same unit U. An instance of U is created, in practice, by 
means of a context extension of U x=- G or U xs- G kind. When such a creation is 
required, two different choices might be adopted: 
(1) code copying: a new private “copy” of U code is made, specialized with 
respect to the current context; 
(2) code sharing: several, different instances of U share the same, reentrant 
code. Each instance of U refers to a different binding environment for 
predicate calls. 
These two alternatives are, respectively, similar to the mechanisms of structure 
copying and structure sharing in traditional Prolog implementations [51. 
Code copying requires on-line compilation and may produce a great amount of 
code, especially when recursion involving context extension is performed. 
In order to obtain more compact use of the memory without code replication for 
each unit instance, code sharing for units is adopted in S-WAM. This choice 
corresponds to space-efficient code (i.e., code which uses less memory during 
execution), and implies only indirect access for eager predicate calls. In this way, 
each instance of a unit U is associated with a code (shared among all the instances 
of U) and with a private set of references for eager goals and predicate extensions 
in U. 
These private references are recorded in a new data structure (called instance 
enuironment) allocated on the context stack whenever a context extension involving 
U occurs. 
Notice that even if an instance environment of a unit U can be logically 
discarded at the end of goal U z+ G by restoring the old values of PC and GC, it is 
necessary to physically maintain it on the context stack if G has not been 
deterministically solved. For this reason the register IE_top is necessary. 
With reference to the code representation, in the code area a global table, T, is 
maintained where, for each unit U, the address of the compiled code of U in the 
code area is reported. 
The compiled code of U consists of the compiled code of procedures defined in 
U and some additional information. Additional information consists of: 
(1) a table for visible procedures defined in U ($visible declaration) where for 
each procedure name the corresponding address is reported; 
(2) the type of unit (e.g., dynamic in this case); 
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(3) a local table (ET) maintaining each predicate name for eager predicate calls 
or extending procedures (i.e., appearing in an $extends declaration) in U. 
In order to better understand the instance environment structure and function, we 
have to specify how the S-WAM solves bindings for predicate calls. Local predicate 
calls of a unit U can be statically bound to clauses of U. Conversely, definitions for 
eager and lazy predicate calls are sought in the current partial or global context 
respectively. Eager bindings depend on the context on which U is allocated/nested, 
and can be determined as soon as the instance is allocated on the context (and at 
compilation time for static units-see Section 5.3). Thus, the idea is to record these 
bindings in a proper area of the instance environment, so that they can be directly 
used for further calls. A similar area has no meaning for lazy calls, since they are to 
be solved anew each time the call occurs. 
Moreover, S-WAM saves in the instance environment all the information 
needed for restoring the previous context at the end of a context extension. In 
particular, an instance environment for U consists of: 
(1) a number of ceils, statically determined by the dimension of the ET table of 
U (i.e., by the number of eager calls and extending procedures occurring in 
U code), where bindings for eager predicate calls and extending procedures 
are recorded. The position i of a cell in the instance environment of U 
corresponds to the i-th predicate name in the local table ET of U, 
(2) a slot where the value of PC is saved; 
(3) a slot where the value of GC is saved; 
(4) a reference (unit_ref> to the code of U in the code area; 
(5) a slot (chain) maintaining a reference to the current context (PC or GC) on 
which U is nested. Chain slots maintain the links between instance environ- 
ments on the context stack; 
(6) a slot where the value of IE_top is saved. 
In Figure 2, a snapshot of a computation, together with the structure of the 
instance environment, is reported. Each cell of an instance environment can be 
Eager + $extends 
Area 
PC 
GC 
unit-ref 
chain 
IE_ top 
+ GC 
+ IE-top 
FIGURE 2. A possible state of the context stack. 
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bound at extension-time. Binding an instance environment cell for predicate p/n 
requires inspection of the instance environments linked together, starting from the 
one referred to by PC and searching for some visible code for p/n. If a code is 
found, its address is stored in the cell. Each cell of an instance environment IE is 
composed of two slots. The first (referred to as P(IE)) maintains a reference to the 
code area, i.e., it contains the address of the definition found for p/n. The second 
(referred to as PC(IE)) refers to th e instance environment where the search ended 
with success. If no code is found, the address of a failing procedure is inserted. 
Dealing with contexts and eager/lazy predicate calls in particular suggests 
considering an address for such calls composed of two information items ((program 
pointer, partial context)). In this setting a binding for an eager/lazy predicate call 
is given by a couple (P, PC), where P is a reference to the code area and PC to the 
context stack. Since executing an eager or lazy call may modify both these registers, 
a continuation register, (CPC), saved in the environment, is also introduced for PC. 
5.2. S- WAM Instructions 
To maintain full compatibility with WAM, S-WAM adds few new instructions to 
the WAM instruction set and leaves unchanged, whenever possible, the behavior of 
WAM instructions. 
52.1. Call and Execute Instructions. In both dynamic and static units, local 
predicate calls are compiled into call p/n, m or execute p/n instructions, as for 
standard WAM. Four new instructions are introduced to deal with- eager and lazy 
predicate calls. Given a unit U, eager predicate calls are compiled into one of the 
following instructions: 
call- eager Pi, m 
execute_ eager Pi 
where Pi is a symbolic reference which can be solved (in dynamic units) only at 
context extension-time, i.e., when an instance of u is created by either goal u % G 
or u z+ G. When the i-th cell of the current instance environment (i.e., that 
referred to by PC) has been bound, both instructions modify the value of the 
program counter register P and the register PC with the values stored in this cell. 
Moreover, instruction call-eager also saves the previous values of P and PC 
registers in the corresponding continuations (i.e., CP, CPC). 
Lazy predicate calls for a predicate q with arity n are transformed in the 
following S-WAM instructions: 
call-lazy q/n, m 
execute_ lazy q / n 
where the right address for q/n is determined only when executing these instruc- 
tions. Both instructions search for some visible definition for procedure q/n along 
the global context. To perform this search, the value of PC is made equal to the 
value of GC (see the operational semantics in Section 4), and some visible code for 
q/n is sought in the unit corresponding to the current instance environment (i.e., 
the one referred to by PC). This search continues recursively along the chain of 
instance environments until some visible code for q/n is found. If a code is found, 
it is executed, otherwise backtracking occurs. 
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Since a procedure address is now seen as a couple (P, PC) and two continuation 
registers are provided, the proceed instruction forces the value of CP and CPC into 
P and PC respectively. 
52.2. Indexing Instructions. For each extending procedure p/n ($extends decla- 
ration) of a unit U, standard WAM try_me_else instructions are used to allocate a 
choice point even if the p/n is deterministic. The code for the last clause of p/n is 
preceded by the retry_me_else instruction and finally followed by the new 
instruction: trust-extends Pi, if p/n is the i-th predicate in the ET table of U. 
The reference Pi is left unsolved at compile-time and will be solved only at 
context-extension time, as happens for call-eager and execute-eager instructions. 
The corresponding values determined by searching along the partial context are 
inserted in the i-th cell of the instance environment of u. 
trust-extends instruction is very similar to the WAM trust the only difference 
being that P and PC registers are now set to the values stored in the i-th cell of the 
current instance environment (i.e., that referred to by the current PC), in order to 
perform interunit backtracking. 
Example 5.1. Let us consider the following program: 
unit( eql) : 
$visible( equal/2). 
equal( X, X) . 
unit( listt) : 
member( X, [Y I-]) :- equal(X, Y). 
member( X, [_lZ]) :- member( X, Z) . 
permutation( [ 1, [ I). 
permutation( L, [XIP]) :- del( X, L, Ll) , permutation( Ll, P) . 
unit(eq2_II) : 
$extends( equal/2). 
$visible( equal/2). 
equal(*,_). 
equal ( ?_ ) . 
The resulting compiled code is reported in the following: 
unit eql 
% local equal/2 
procedure equal/2 visible 
_ 1528: 
get-value X1,X2 
proceed 
unit list2 
%local permutation/2 
%local member/2 
%Eager and Extends Table [del/3, equal/21 
-4298: 
try-me-else -4314 
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-4326: 
get -list X2 
unify_variable X2 
unify_cdr X8 
execute _ eager P2 
-4314: 
trust _rne_else fail 
_ 4474: 
get-list X2 
unify-void 1 
unify _ cdr X2 
execute member/2 
procedure permutation/2 
switch_on_term -5.582, -5586, -5586 
-5582: 
try-me-else -5618 
_ 5630: 
get-nil Xl 
get-nil X2 
proceed 
-5618: 
trust-me-else fail 
-5586: 
get-variable X3, Xl 
get-list X2 
unify-variable Xl 
allocate 2 
unify_cdr Yl 
put -value X3, X2 
put -variable Y2, Y3 
call -eager Pl, 2 
put -unsafe -value Y2, Xl 
put-value Yl,X2 
deallocate 
execute permutation/2 
unit eq2_II 
% local equal/2 
% Eager and Extends Table [equal/21 
procedure equal/2 extends visible 
switch_on_term -2870, -2874, -2874 
_ 2890: 
try-me-else -2906 
-2918: 
get-constant *,X1 
proceed 
_ 2906: 
retry_me_else -2874 
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2990: _ 
get-constant ?, Xl 
proceed 
2874: _ 
trust -extends Pl 
2870: _ 
try-me-else -3118 
switch_on_constant 3, -3138 
-3138: 
-2990 
* tcdr 
-2918 
-3118: 
retry _ 2874 
end 
Standard indexing techniques, taken into account to perform optimized code 
access, can be straightforwardly extended in order to deal with predicate extension. 
5.2.3. Allocation/Deallocation of Instance Environments. Extension goals (i.e., 
goals of the kind u z=- G or u F+ G) are compiled by using the new instructions: 
allocate-c_ ctx u 
allocate_ I- ctx u 
deallocate_ctx 
Both allocate_c_cbc u and allocate_l_ctx u allocate an instance environment for 
u on top of the instance environment stack and, respectively, link it to the current 
partial and global context. Conversely, dealZocate_ctu deallocates the current 
instance environment (i.e., that referred to by GC). The actions performed when 
executing an alfocate_c(_l)._ctx u instruction can be summarized as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
the address (ac) of u code is found in the global table T, if u exists, 
otherwise the instruction fails; 
a number of cells is allocated on top of the instance environment stack in 
order to store binding for eager predicate calls and extending procedures of 
U. This number is determined by the dimension of table ET of U; 
the values of PC and GC are saved in the instance environment; 
ac is inserted in slot unit_ref; 
the value of PC (GC for linear extension) is inserted in the chain slot; 
finally, the old value of IE_ top is saved in the instance environment, and 
registers IE_top, PC and GC are updated. 
The deafZocate_ctx instruction logically deallocates the instance environment indi- 
cated by GC (referred to as ZE, in the following) and restores the values of PC and 
GC saved in ZE. ZE is physically discarded (i.e., the value of IE_top is set to the 
old value saved in ZE) only if no choice-point exists referring to it. In more detail, 
if register B refers to the last choice-point on the local stack, ZE is physically 
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discarded only if (IE_top = GC) and (GC > GC(B)), where GC(B) is the value of 
GC saved in the last choice-point. 
Example 5.2. Let us consider the following units: 
unidmain): 
go :- eql >> eq2_II z=- list2 z+ member(*, [a, b, cl), write(ok). 
unit(list2_11): 
$visible(member/2). 
member(X, [Y I_]) :- equal(X, Y). 
membero(, [ _ lZ1) :- member(X, Z). 
permutation([ 1, [ I>. 
permutatioml, [XlPl> :- delete FS+ del(X, L, Ll), permutation(L1, P). 
The following compiled code is then obtained: 
unit main 
% local go/O 
procedure go/O 
_ 1804: 
put-list X2 
unify-constant a 
unify-constant b 
unify-constant c 
unify-nil 
put-constant *,X1 
allocate _ctx eql 
allocate_ctx eq2_II 
allocate _ctx list2 
allocate 0 
call -lazy member/2,0 
deallocate_ctx 
deallocate _ctx 
deallocate _ctx 
put-constant ok, Xl 
escape write/l 
deallocate 
proceed 
unit list2_II 
% local permutation/2 
% locale member/2 
% Eager and Extends Table [equal/21 
procedure member/2 visible 
-4310: 
try_me_else -4326 
-4338: 
get-list X2 
unify -variable X2 
unify _ cdr X8 
execute _ eager Pl 
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-4326: 
trust_me_else fail 
-4486: 
get -list X2 
unify-void 1 
unify _ cdr X2 
execute member/2 
procedure permutation/2 
switch_on_term -5602, -5606, _ 
-5602: 
try-me-else -5638 
_5650: 
get-nil Xl 
get-nil X2 
proceed 
-5638: 
trust-me-else fail 
-5606: 
get -variable X3, Xl 
get-list X2 
unify_variable Xl 
allocate 2 
unity_cdr Yl 
put -value X3, X2 
put -variable Y2, X3 
allocate _ 1 _ctx delete 
call -lazy del/3,2 
deallocate _ctx 
put -unsafe -value Y2, Xl 
put-value Yl,X2 
deallocate 
execute permutation/2 
end 
5.3. Compilation of Static Units 
For a static unit U, not only local but also eager predicate calls and alternative 
definitions for extending procedures can be bound at compile-time by performing 
the same operations (e.g., the search in the associated partial context, represented 
by the closure of U) as at ,extension-time for dynamic units. This shows why static 
units are more efficient than dynamic ones. The price paid is a more complex 
compilation phase. 
In order to avoid the production of a new specialized code, sometimes very 
large, we choose to maintain for static units the same code-sharing representation 
adopted for dynamic ones. In more detail, when extending the context with a static 
unit uN, if closure (u,> = [uN,uN_ ,,.. ., u,], then N + 1 instance environments 
(respectively for unit top, u,, . . . , uN> are allocated on the context stack. In other 
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words, a context extension of the kind uN B g is compiled in the following 
sequence of S-WAM instructions: 
allocate_c-ctx top 
allocate_c-ctx u, 
. . . 
allocate_c_ctx uN. 
Accordingly, N + 1 deallocate operations are performed. 
However, in the case of static units, eager calls and extending procedures of a 
unit U are directly bound at compile-time and recorded in a structure associated 
with U and called unit enuironment scheme. 
The unit environment scheme of a unit U is the static version of the instance 
environment. In it, the compiler writes the bindings for the eager predicate calls 
and the extending procedures of U in a symbolic form. In particular, for each 
binding, it stores the address of the corresponding code found in the code area of a 
unit U’ which belongs to the closure of U, and an offset which identifies the 
instance environment of U’ with respect to the instance environment of U. When 
using U (i.e., performing a context extension operation involving U>, S-WAM 
builds an instance environment for U on the basis of the unit environment scheme 
of U. In particular, each offset is transformed into a direct reference to an instance 
environment on the basis of the current value of the register PC. 
Example 5.3. Let us consider the following sample program: 
unit( ul, static( [ u2] ) : 
$extends( a/O). 
a:- b. 
unit(u2,static( [u3] ) : 
$visible( a/O). 
a. 
unit( u3) : 
$visible( a/O). 
$visible( b/O). 
b :- #c,#d. 
We have that closure(u1) = [ul,u2,u3]. Eager predicate calls (b) and alternative 
definitions for extending procedures (a) occurring in ul are therefore bound wrt 
the context [u2, ~31. 
In this case definitions for b and a exist in unit u3 and u2 respectively. Thus the 
compilation associates to ul the eager table ET = [b, a] and the following unit 
environment scheme, UES, composed of two cells: 
PRJES) PC(UES) 
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where P(UES) maintains the address of the procedure found in the code area and 
PC(UES) maintains an offset with respect to PC register in the context stack. 
The choice adopted here for implementing static units allows easy integration 
with dynamic units and greatly simplifies the compilation phase. A different 
solution, producing a new specialized code, is discussed in [191. 
5.4. Optimizations 
Up to now, different optimizations have been considered with two main aims: 
l to reduce the overhead when standard Prolog programs are executed on the 
S-WAM; 
l to enhance structured logic program execution. 
In order to reduce the overhead for standard Prolog program execution, the 
choice-point has been split into two data structures. The first is very similar to the 
original WAM structure and is allocated on the local stack. The second, called 
choice-point extension, is allocated on the context stack only if context extensions or 
lazy and eager calls occur. 
To improve performances of structured logic program execution, three optimiza- 
tions have been taken into account. The first regards the binding-time for instance 
environment cells and the second concerns the possibility of applying tail recursion 
oprimizution (TRO) on environment variables as it happens in the standard WAM 
[5], even if the last subgoal of a clause is an extension goal. Finally, a Partial 
Evaluation scheme has been defined for optimizing structured logic programs. 
5.4.1. Choice-Point Splitting. The overhead paid when executing standard Prolog 
programs on the S-WAM consists of a greater number of memory read and 
memory write, since both choice-point and environment structures have been 
expanded to cope with new registers. In particular, a new slot is added to the 
environment in order to save the CPC register, while four slots have been added to 
the choice-point to save the values of IE_top, PC, GC and CPC. The greater 
overhead is due to the four additional memory accesses that occur when executing 
a tly, 
cases: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
retry or trust instruction. PC, GC and IE_top values vary in the following 
when a context extension occurs (i.e., when an allocate_c(_l)_ctx instruc- 
tion is executed); 
when an eager or lazy call is executed (i.e., in correspondence with call_(ex- 
ecute_)eager or call_(execute_)lazy instructions; 
when interunit backtracking is activated, in the case of predicate extension 
(i.e., when executing the trust-extends S-WAM instruction). 
None of the previous cases may occur during the execution of standard Prolog 
programs. For this reason, the choice-point structure has been split into two data 
structures, the first still allocated on the local stack and the second (called 
choice-point extension) allocated on the context stack. While the value of the 
IE_top register is still saved in the choice-point on the local stack, a choice-point 
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extension is allocated on the context stack only if one of the instructions men- 
tioned in l., 2., and 3. is executed. If this is the case PC, GC and CPC are saved in 
the new data structure (see Figure 3). As a consequence we now have two different 
data structures on the context stack, i.e., instance environments and choice-point 
extensions, in a way similar to what happens on the local stack. Moreover, thanks 
to choice-point splitting, the test for physical deallocation of the instance environ- 
ment is now simpler. The result is that an instance environment is physically 
deallocated when executing a deallocate_ctx instruction only if IE_top = GC. 
5.4.2. Delaying Binding-Time for Instance Enuironment Cells, Instance environ- 
ment cells of a dynamic unit U can be bound as soon as they are allocated on the 
context stack, since their bindings depend only on the context that exists when U is 
allocated. This choice has the drawback that an overhead is also paid at context-ex- 
tension time for eager predicate calls (or alternative predicate definitions) that will 
never be executed (or explored). Another possibility could be to leave unbound 
instance environment cells at context-extension time and determine a binding for 
them only when the corresponding predicate calls are executed, as happens for lazy 
predicate calls. 
This choice, adopted for default theories of Meta-Prolog [2] implies an overhead 
that increases with the number of eager predicate calls executed. Such overhead 
becomes unacceptable if recursion is heavily used. 
Thus the best solution is to determine bindings for eager predicate calls the first 
time calls are performed and then record such bindings in the instance environ- 
ment cells for subsequent calls. This solution has been straightforwardly obtained 
in the implementation here presented, by slightly changing the behavior of 
allocate_c(l_)ctx, call_(execute_)eager and trust-extends instructions. 
5.4.3. TRO on Environment Variables. Given a clause C, if the last subgoal of C 
is a context extension of kind u z+ G (or u z+ G), in order to correctly perform 
instance environment allocation and deallocation, the execution control flow has to 
return to C, after execution of the code for G. 
Choice-point extension 
IE- TOP 
N 
E 
CP 
B 
NEXT 
TR 
H 
FIGURE 3. Choice-point and choice-point extension. 
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Example 5.4. Let us consider the following procedure: 
p(X) :- g(X),ul B u2 B f(X) 
It is compiled into the following S-WAM code, where a context extension occurs as 
last subgoal in the clause body: 
procedure p/l 
_ 3420: 
allocate 1 
put-variable Y 1, X1 
call g/l, 1 
allocate_c_ctx ul 
allocate_c_ctx u2 
call-lazy f/l, 1 
deallocate _ctx 
deallocate _ctx 
deallocate 
proceed 
Notice that, in the compiled code of procedure p/l, to maintain the values of 
continuation registers CP and CPC, the clause environment cannot be deallocated 
until the last subgoal ends, i.e., the “deallocate” instruction is executed just before 
returning the control to the parent clause (“proceed” instruction). Therefore, TRO 
[5] on environments allocated on the local stack-peculiar of standard WAM-is 
no longer applicable. Notice also that we only have to maintain environments to 
record continuation registers and therefore, correctly handle return. To perform 
TRO even when we have an extension goal as last subgoal, continuation registers 
can be saved in another area, and environments can be deallocated before the last 
call, as it happens in standard WAM. To this purpose, a new instance environment 
structure has been defined, to record continuation registers and correctly restore 
them (when executing the “deallocate_ctx” instruction) before the execution of 
the “proceed” instruction. 
An instance environment with the modified structure (see Figure 4) is allo- 
cated/deallocated by means of the new S-WAM instructions: 
allocate_ last_ c_ ctx u 
allocate_ last-l- ctx u 
deallocate- last- ctx 
In this way, TRO is performed on the local stack, but greater instance environ- 
ments are allocated on the context stack. 
Eager + $extends area 
CPC 
CP 
GC 
unit_ref 
chain 
IE- top 
FIGURE 4. A different structure for instance environments. 
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Example 5.5. The procedure of Example 5.4 is compiled into the following S-WAM 
code: 
P/l 
allocate 1 
put-variable Yl, Xl 
call g/l, 1 
deallocate 
allocate_last_c_ctx ul 
allocate_c_ctx u2 
call-lazy f/l, 1 
deallocate _ctx 
deallocate _ last _ctx 
proceed 
Notice that now the “deallocate” instruction is performed before the code corre- 
sponding to the last subgoal. The new “allocate_last_ctx” instruction is used last 
to allocate the new instance environment which records the values of continuation 
registers just restored by means of the “deallocate” instruction. Correspondingly, 
before the execution of the “proceed” instruction, the new instruction 
“deallocate_last _ctx” is performed. Notice also that, whenever possible, the 
“allocate_ctx” and “deallocate_ctx” instructions are used (and therefore, the 
original, more compact instance environment structure is allocated). 
5.4.4. Applying Partial Eualuation. The application of Partial Evaluation [17,20] 
can be a further enhancement to the compilative approach here presented. 
In [6al we introduce a definition of Partial Evaluation which extends that given 
in [20] to capture the notions of unit and unit composition and which produces a 
specialization of the source program with respect to a given goal and a given 
context in which the goal is to be evaluated. The goal with respect to we perform 
partial evaluation specifies an initial context and an atomic formula. 
The result of the transformation is a new program in which some of (possibly 
all) the units occurring in the initial context are replaced by their specialized 
versions. The structure of the source structured logic program is thus maintained in 
the transformed one, and this ensures full compatibility with the compilation 
technique presented here. The specialized, transformed program is still a struc- 
tured logic program running on the S-WAM and taking advantage from the 
structuring mechanisms, thus maintaining the original readability and avoiding 
code replication whenever possible. 
It is possible to restate in structured logic programming many of the properties 
which hold for Partial Evaluation in logic programming. 
Following the approach introduced in [20], we prove the safeness of the 
transformation under some sufficient conditions to be checked on the transformed 
program and the goal. Such conditions actually depend on the different structuring 
policies we consider. 
In the case of static configurations they involve only syntactic checks. As a 
matter of fact they just correspond to those introduced for standard logic programs 
in the case of a conservative policy (e.g., in the case of block- and module-based 
systems), while some further checks on the static structure of the transformed 
program are required for static evolving systems (e.g., inheritance-based systems). 
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Thus these two classes of structured programs are actually the best suited for 
the application of Partial Evaluation [6]. Weaker results can be achieved for 
dynamically configured systems, since in this case there is hardly a way of statically 
determining the properties of the transformed program and therefore of the 
transformation. Some nice properties can still be established provided that we 
impose some limitations on the ways units can be collected into contexts (for 
details see [6a]). 
5.5. Dealing with Metaextension Goals and Parametric Units 
Two interesting extensions to the implementation presented so far are discussed in 
this section. In particular, we take into account the handling of metaextension 
goals, where the unit name is a variable and thus it is unknown at compile-time, 
and the implementation of parametric units. 
5.51. Metaextension Goals. Dealing with extension goals of kind U z==- g(U z+ g), 
where the name of the unit is represented by a variable at compile-time, does not 
require a significant extension to the implementation discussed so far. The addition 
of a single register (Z/nit), which can occur as argument of get, put and unify 
instructions, is in fact sufficient to deal with this case. Such a register can be used 
as argument of the allocate_c(_l)_ctx and allocate_last_c(_l)_ctx instructions. 
The only requirement is that this register has already been bound to a constant 
value at unit extension time. 
Example 5.6. Let us consider the following procedure: 
p(U,X) :- u B q(X). 
The compilation produces: 
P/2 
put -value AO,Unit 
get -variable Al ,A0 
allocate_last_c_ctx 
call q/l 
deallocate _ last _ctx 
proceed 
Up to now, S-WAM is not able to handle the case of goals represented by variables 
at compile-time. This is a feature we plan to face in the near future. 
55.2. Parametric Units. Parametric modules are a powerful construct in building 
complex software systems. In the logic programming area different proposals exist 
to cope with this feature. An extension goal of the U z+ G kind could be existen- 
tially quantified (i.e., 3X U z=- G), suggesting that a unit could contain free 
variables. 
This can be accomplished by using a general term rather than just a constant to 
refer to a unit, encoding the unit name as the main functor and the parameters as 
arguments. 
In [14], i2.51 and [261 parametric modules or units are introduced. Such proposals 
are technically not first-order, since module names can have variables as parame- 
ters which are acting as predicate or module names. 
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In the following, we discuss the implementation of first-order parametric units, 
i.e., parametric modules, where variable parameters are acting as global variables. 
Such an implementation requires a major extension of S-WAM design. In particu- 
lar, the instance environment structure is expanded with a number of cells used to 
allocate the parameters of a unit. 
Example 5.7. Let us consider the following program, derived from [14], in a 
structured logic programming framework: 
unit(sort(T)): 
$visible( ordered/l). 
ordered( [ 1). 
ordered( [X, Y IZ]) :- T = int , arith B less_ than( X, Y) , ordered( [Y IZ]) 
ordered( [X, Y IZ]) :- T = c h ar, alpha z+ less_than( X, Y) , ordered( [Y IZ]) . 
unit (arith) : 
$visible( less- than/2). 
less_than(O, X) :- natural(X). 
less- than( s( X) , Y) :- natural(X) , natural(Y) , less_ than( X, Y) . 
. . . 
unit (alpha) : 
$visible( less- than/2). 
less_than(a,b). 
less_than( b, c) . 
. . . 
Unit soyt is parametric with respect to an individual variable T and contains a 
definition for predicate ordered. According to the value of T, this predicate tests if 
the corresponding argument list is ordered w.r.t. the right ordering relation. 
Therefore, the top goal sort(int) B- ordered([O, s(s(O))/) succeeds, while sortcint) Z+ 
ordered([a, b, cl) fails. 
Let us note that variables occurring in unit headings are to be considered global 
variables for the clauses of the units. This implies that a different classification for 
clause variables has to be provided. 
Let us consider a clause C of a unit U. A variable V occurring in C is said to be 
global if it also occurs in the U heading. Otherwise, the usual classification as 
temporq or permanent variables [33] is followed. 
When extending the context with a parametric unit, from the implementation 
point of view, a proper area is allocated and reserved for storing and maintaining 
global variables. To this purpose, the instance environment structure is extended 
with such area, and allocate(_last)_c(_l)ctx/deallocate(_last)_ctx instructions 
have to be modified accordingly. In particular, a new argument is added to 
allocate_ctx instructions, specifying the number n of parameters of the unit being 
allocated. 
Now an instance environment consists of a vector of value cells for the global 
variables (Gl,. . ,Gn) of the corresponding unit, together with the area for 
recording bindings of eager predicate calls and extending procedures and the usual 
informations saved in it (see Section 5.1). A new set of argument registers (called 
A-G registers) is added to the S-WAM register set. These registers are unified 
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with the arguments of a parametric unit before context extension. Accordingly, get, 
put and unify instructions are modified to handle these new registers. 
In order to avoid dangling references, when unifying value cells of the local and 
context stack, the usual rules which hold for local and global stack value cells are 
considered. Moreover, to correctly perform backtracking in the trail area, refer- 
ences for global variables that have been bound during unification and that must 
be unbound on backtracking are also recorded. In particular, when bounding a 
global variable Gi, its address is recorded in the trail stack if: 
address( Gi) > IE- top( B) , 
where IE_top(B) is the value of IE_top register saved in the last choice-point. 
Some compilation examples of parametric units, including the one of Example 
5.7, are reported in [301. 
Example 5.8. The goal :- sort(&) z=- ordered([O, s(s(O))]) is compiled into the fol- 
lowing sequence of instructions: 
put-constant int, A-G1 
allocate-c_ ctx sort, 1 
get-variable Gl,A_Gl 
put_list A-Xl 
unify-constant 0 
unity-variable AX2 
unify- nil 
get-structure s/l &X2 
unify-variable AX2 
unify-nil 
get-structure s/l &X2 
unify-constant 0 
unify-nil 
call-lazy ordered/ 1, k 
deallocate_ctx 
Notice that, before the context extension involving “sort” (allocate_c_ctx instruc- 
tion), the constant value “in? is copied in the A_Gl register. To allocate the 
instance environment, the instruction “allocate_c_ctx sort, 1” is executed. Notice 
that an additional argument is present to specify the number of “G” cell to be 
allocated in the instance environment. After the instance environment allocation, 
the cell Gl is unified with A_Gl register (instruction “get-variable Gl,A_Gl”). 
6. SWAM INSTRUCTION EXECUTION: PERFORMANCE RESULTS 
In order to test the performances of the SWAM, an emulation environment for it 
has been developed on the basis of a similar environment for standard WAM. The 
SWAM environment is based on a special-purpose VLSI microcoded architecture 
dedicated to execution of S-WAM instructions [9]. This dedicated architecture 
(called S-PROXIMA, i.e., Structured PROlog eXecutIon MAchine) has been 
obtained as a rather natural extension of the PROXIMA Prolog machine [S], which 
directly implements the basic WAM in hardware. 
The overall structure of the emulation environment is sketched in Figure 5. 
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FIGURE 5. The emulation environment. 
The compiler has been obtained by extending a standard Prolog compiler [32], 
written in Prolog, which translates Prolog programs into WAM instructions. 
The extensions of the compiler deal with units, context extension operators, 
bindings for predicate calls with respect to the global or partial context, and 
interunit nondeterminism. The output of the compiler is a text representation of 
the resulting S-WAM instructions. The byte code generator, written in Pascal, 
translates S-WAM instructions into the op-codes directly executable by the proces- 
sor. In particular, it produces a global table where, for each unit, the address of the 
corresponding compiled code in the code area is reported. 
The S-WAM emulator executes the programs, on the basis of the S-PROXIMA 
architecture and saves the traces of the operations on a history file. Filtering 
programs are used to obtain information about program execution statistics. In 
particular, the filter reports the number of: 
logical inferences; 
S-WAM instructions; 
microcode instructions (called S-WAMO instructions); 
memory area accesses to the code area, local, global, trail and context 
stacks); 
memory accesses per Logical Inference. 
More details on the resulting system can be found in [9]. 
6.1. Performance Results 
The emulation environment has been used to get information on program execu- 
tion performances in order to evaluate and compare the overhead due to new 
language constructs. We use the naive reverse, to reverse a list of length N, as 
sample program. 
The first two tests have been carried out to evaluate the overhead of standard 
Prolog programs, when executed on the S-WAM. In particular, test 1 reports the 
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TABLE 1. Performance results 
Test ClockCvcle KLIPS 
TlN5 735 286 
TlNlO 2307 286 
TIN15 4753 286 
TlN20 8086 286 
T2NS 794 265 
T2NlO 2368 279 
T2NlS 4808 283 
T2N20 8114 285 
T3UNl 918 229 
T3UN2 960 219 
T3UN4 1045 201 
T3UN8 1153 182 
T3UN16 1214 173 
T4UN I 1080 195 
T4UN2 1188 177 
T4UN4 1406 150 
T4UN8 1842 114 
T4UNlh 2714 78 
results of the naive reverse execution on the WAM, while test 2 reports the results 
of the naive reverse, written in a single unit, when executed on the S-WAM. 
The tests have been executed for N = 5, N = 10, N = 15 and N = 20. As shown 
in Table 1, the decrease of performance is limited and less than 3%. For more 
complex Prolog programs (such as the Cabbage), the decrease of performance is 
limited but significant (3-9%). For this reason in [9] we analyze the causes of the 
computational overhead introduced in the S-WAM implementation on S-PROX- 
IMA when standard Prolog programs are executed. In particular, memory accesses 
do not influence the overall performance. This is a good result from the architec- 
tural point of view, since the memory bandwidth is unaffected. This result is even 
more important, since memory requirements represent a bottleneck of Prolog 
execution. Therefore, the major overhead of Prolog programs on S-PROXIMA is 
due to internal activities (register transfers, increments, decrements, tests, etc.) and 
could be reduced by architectural optimizations. 
The aim of Tests 3 and 4 is, instead, to show how performance decreases when a 
more extensive use of the new language primitives is made. In particular, they show 
the overhead paid when an eager/lazy predicate call occurs in a variable length 
partial/global context. The sample programs are the following: 
Test 3.UN: Binding eager predicate calls 
unit(uO) : 
go :- app > u0 > . . . z=- nrev > nrev( [1,2,3,4,51,X), write(X), fail. 
unit (nrev) : 
nrev([ IA I>. 
nrev( [HIT], Y) :- nrev( T, Z) , append( Z, [HI, Y) . 
unit (app) : 
wend( [ I, X, X) . 
append([~l~],Y,[HIZ) :- append(T,Y,Z). 
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Test 4.UN: Binding lazy predicate calls 
unit (~0) : 
go :- app > u0 > . . . z+ nrev > nrev([l,2,3,4,5],X), write(X), fail. 
unit ( nrev) : 
nrev([ IA I>. 
nrev( [HIT], Y) :- nrev( T, Z) ,#append( Z, [HI, Y) . 
unit (app) : 
append( [ I, K X> .
append([HIT],Y,[HlZ) :- append(T,Y,Z). 
The search for the eager/lazy call of append/3 is performed in a variable-length 
context, where UN instances of the same unit, u0, not contributing to the call of 
append/3 are allocated. The tests have been performed for UN = 1,2,4,8,16. 
As regards Test 3, a performance decrease equal to 4.4% occurs when consider- 
ing two instances of u0 instead of one. When considering four (respectively eight, 
sixteen) instances of u0 with respect to a single instance of u0, performance 
decrease is equal to 12.3% (respectively 24.4%, 45%). 
As regards Test 4, a performance decrease equal to 9.2% occurs when consider- 
ing two instances of u0 instead of one. When considering four (respectively eight, 
sixteen) instances of u0 with respect to a single instance of u0, performance 
decrease is equal to 23% (respectively 42%, 60%). 
These results show that the overhead increases linearly with respect to the 
context increasing if the policy of binding is eager, while these results cannot be 
extended to a lazy binding policy. Obviously, this is due to the fact that the search 
for the binding of eager calls is performed only once, while search for lazy bindings 
is performed at each call. 
We have executed more significant benchmarks [9] to compare what happens 
when the context handling is heavily performed, i.e., when the new S-WAM 
instructions are extensively executed, with respect to standard Prolog execution. In 
particular, only dynamically configured units have been taken into account, since in 
this case the greater overhead due to contexts is payed. 
A significant increase of memory accesses is present when dealing with contexts. 
The number of the internal transfers increases by about 50% because of the new 
registers used in the context handling. This is partially due to the noncomplete 
optimization of the S-PROXIMA architecture for the new S-WAM instructions. 
Similarly, the number of the arithmetic operations doubles, pointing out the weight 
of the context stack management and the unit descriptor accesses. 
The increase of memory accesses, occurring when dealing with contexts, is 
mainly due to the management of the new memory structures. The trail and the 
global stack are unaffected, while the local and the context stacks together with the 
Unit Table are more intensively used. In the future we plan to revise the 
S-PROXIMA architecture on the basis of the obtained measurements for struc- 
tured logic programs to optimize S-WAM instruction execution and to obtain 
higher performance also when contexts are deeply used. 
We have also considered a different technique for implementing structured logic 
programming based on a straightforward automatic translation of structured logic 
programs in standard Prolog ones that can be executed on the WAM without 
extensions. 
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As can be inferred from the operational semantics, in this case we have to 
maintain new data structures (i.e., Prolog lists) for recording the contexts (GC and 
PC>. The major overhead of this solution is due to the fact that in the most general 
case, we perform a more complex unification phase, since we add two contexts as 
extra-arguments to each predicate definition and predicate call involved. 
The basic difference of our approach with respect to the naive translation is that 
in the S-WAM contexts are not explicitly represented as extra-arguments, but are 
maintained in an internal data structure (i.e., the context stack) implicitly handled 
by the machine. 
When executing structured logic programs “via” naive translation on a standard 
WAM, the performance decreases with respect to a direct compilation on the 
S-WAM. This is mainly due to the greater number of unifications which have to be 
performed when following the first implementation approach. As a result, we have 
a greater number of access to the global area. In fact, the implementation of 
structured logic programs on the S-WAM turned out to be much more efficient (a 
order of magnitude in terms of KLIPS) with respect to an implementation by naive 
translation. In particular, in some significant examples [301, the performance 
decreases from about 230 KLIPS to about 50 KLIPS when using naive translation 
instead of direct compilation on the S-WAM. 
7. RELATED WORKS 
Many proposals exist that extend logic programming towards structuring mecha- 
nisms (see Figure 1). A detailed discussion of these proposals and their comparison 
with the one presented here in terms of expressive power, flexibility and declarative 
semantics is beyond the scope of this paper and can be found in [3]. Here we focus 
on implementation issues. 
Most proposals for structuring logic programs [15,26] face the implementation 
issue by translating, if possible, the structured program into a Prolog program that 
can be executed in a standard WAM. 
As pointed out in Section 6.1, the main problem of this approach is the 
overhead introduced into the transformed Prolog program, due mainly to a greater 
number of unifications in clause heads. For this reason, the definition of an 
extended WAM directly supporting powerful structuring mechanisms, as described 
in this paper, seems to be a more efficient and satisfactory solution. 
Also Bacha’s implementation of Meta-Prolog [2,31] follows this approach, even 
though some differences exist. Some differences are related to the basic mecha- 
nisms provided for unit definition and combination and can be summarized as 
follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
in Meta-Prolog both permanent and temporary theories exist. Permanent 
theories are always present in the system and can be accessed via their 
names, while temporary theories are without names and are only accessible 
in the environments where the variables bound to their internal representa- 
tion exist. In our proposal, units can be assimilated to permanent theories 
while temporary theories are not provided; 
in Meta-Prolog, the concept of dynamic context extension does not exist. A 
limited form of dynamic combination of theories in Meta-Prolog can be 
obtained by using virtual theories. 
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(3) in Meta-Prolog, the evolving policy is not provided. 
With respect to the implementation, the following differences between our pro- 
posal and Meta-Prolog can be pointed out: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
in Meta-Prolog the code area is eliminated: the code of theories is in the 
heap area. We do not adopt this choice since we have no temporary 
theories; 
we adopt an explicit representation of the context as a set of unit instances. 
The code of each unit lJ is composed of the procedures explicitly defined in 
U. Access to the right code for the procedures called but not defined in U is 
performed by searching in the current context. Meta-Prolog, instead, repre- 
sents all the procedures for the same predicate p/n in a single data 
structure R(p/n) independently of the unit they belong to; 
while in Meta-Prolog each goal p/n is solved at execution-time, (i.e., when 
the goal is invoked, by searching for the right code in R(p/n)), in our 
proposal this happens only for lazy goals. The right code for local and eager 
goals is found, in fact, at compile- and extension-time, respectively; 
the difference in code representation determines two different searching 
algorithms to find the right code for a predicate call p/n. In our proposal 
the search takes place along a single branch of the tree, i.e., along the 
current context, as happens for the algorithm described in [31]. While in our 
case the right branch is straightforwardly determined by the current context, 
in Meta-Prolog the branch has to be determined by the algorithm in a more 
complex way. However, this overhead is balanced in Meta-Prolog by the fact 
that only the theories where p/n is defined are taken into account. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper proves that expressive and flexible mechanisms for structuring logic 
programs can be efficiently implemented by easily extending well-known compila- 
tion techniques used for standard logic programming. 
The implementation described is based on an extension of the Warren Abstract 
Machine (S-WAM), where a new stack, new registers and new instructions are 
added. 
Performance results, obtained by using an emulation environment, based on a 
specialized microprogrammed architecture, show that standard Prolog programs 
pay a limited overhead when executed on S-WAM. Moreover, directly extending 
the WAM proved to be a more efficient and satisfactory approach with respect to a 
preprocessing in Prolog code. 
With reference to efficiency increasing, we define a partial evaluation scheme 
for structured logic programs. Since this scheme preserves the original modular 
structure of the programs, it ensures full compatibility with S-WAM and the 
compilation technique addressed here. Significant applications already exist that 
use structured logic programming. In particular, an advanced logic programming 
environment has been implemented in the context of the Esprit Project n. 973 
(ALPES) [l], taking advantage from the flexibility of the mechanisms here dis- 
cussed. Moreover, in [18] contexts and units have been used to build an expert 
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system based on the blackboard model. Finally, contexts turned out to be a suitable 
tool also for the implementation of negation as inconsistency [lo]. 
Block-, module-, inheritance-based systems, together with systems for hypotheti- 
cal reasoning, can be implemented and integrated on this efficient architecture [3]. 
Nevertheless, up to now, no tool has been provided to translate different languages 
based on these structuring concepts into the general framework here presented. 
We will overcome this limitation in the near future. 
We are indebted to Luis Monteiro and Antonio Porto, since this work has been possible because of 
their original ideas on Contextual Logic Programming. We thank Pierluigi Civera, Gianluca Piccinini 
and Maurizio Zamboni who have worked with us in implementing the emulation environment and 
testing S-PROXIMA architecture. We are also grateful to Antonio Brogi who contributed to the 
definition of the structuring framework and to Michele Bugliesi who contributed to the partial 
evaluation scheme. We also thank the anonymous referees for their helpful comments. 
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